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Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! (Pocket-lint) - Welcome again to What the hell? At Pocket-lint, where we try to simply and briefly de-jargonise technology to talk about what people usually say if they don't try to sound smart. This week at the turn of the app - a term you've heard
bandied about since the iPhone made it famous a year or two ago. So, what the hell is the app? Well, strictly speaking, the term app is short for an application that refers to any piece of software that runs on a software system of sorts. In other words, Word is an application that runs on the main computer
background software that can be Windows or Mac OS X or such. The idea behind them is that they are computer programs that use the power of your machine and direct it to perform a certain kind of work. In the case of Word, it is word processing. As it goes Word is a desktop app as it works from your
computer's main desktop. You may have other desktop apps such as Spotify, TweetDeck, Outlook Express, Calculator, Skype and all kinds of other things. There's also a whole world of web applications out there that you work directly with computers that host the Internet and you do so through an
internet browser that is itself a desktop app. Google documents are examples of web applications. Long before the iPhone was around, you were also able to run these kinds of dedicated computer programs with mobile phones too. Again, these are similar things - notepads, currency converters, mini
browsers and all sorts. These are apps for mobile phones, and because they run on a less powerful system than on your computer, they are smaller and lighter and require less resources to run them. As a result, often you'll even find that they've stripped down versions of the same ones that you can use
on your home computer. For example, Opera's web browser has a hugely successful version on a mobile phone that does the same task as Opera Mini. In 2007, Apple launched an online store where you buy all kinds of these apps for mobile phones specifically designed to work on the iPhone. They
sexed it up a bit, referring to them as apps, and the rest is history. So now, common ground essentially has it, that when people talk about apps 95% of the time, they will talk about small programs specifically designed for mobile phones. Thank you Apple and your App Store for the confusion. Since 2008,
every man and his dog seems to have an app store of their own. Android Market sells them for Android phones, Windows Marketplace sells them for Windows Mobile phones, Symbian still has its huge support apps out there as well as Palm, BlackBerry, as well as several manufacturers and even
networks on the act as well. also come with their own preinstalled apps too. LG phones, for example, often have a huge grid of things things from stopping the clock to the video camera software and it's all out of the box. The reason they have become known recently is that our mobile devices are
becoming more and more sophisticated, which means that applications can become more complex as well. They expand the functionality of your mobile phone beyond what the original manufacturer intended. They use the technology you use to work in real life useful situations. They come in a variety of
guises such as games, office software and novelty farts buttons, they are direct access to social networks, they are proof that you are rich, they are VoIP bundles, and they are often completely pointless as well, but, at the same time, they are what make smartphones customizable tools that we need to
see them. There are hundreds of thousands of them out there - some better than others - and there is a very good chance that the phone you already use is able to download more of them. If you haven't already, then play. Written by Dan Son. (As yet no reviews) Write a Review Of The Number of Price
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Related topics: Newsletter Promo Summary and excerpts from recent books, special offers, and more from the Harvard Business Press Review. Mark Owen talks about drinking problems after the marriage crisis and claims Robbie Williams is helping him cope with it Mark Owen has revealed he suffers
from a decade-old drinking problem but insists he doesn't blame booze for his extramarital trysts with up to ten women. The former Squeaky Clean Take That star stunned us all yesterday after he admitted sleeping with women behind wife Emma Ferguson's back. The 38-year-old singer, who also had a
relationship with 24-year-old Neva Hanley for five years, admitted he ended his indiscretions as soon as he married Emma, with whom he has two young children, in November last year. And now Mark has shown Former bandmate and alcoholic Robbie Williams helps him overcome the problem with
alcohol. Mark told The Sun: I told the guys a few weeks ago that I was trying to deal with the problem of drinking. I talked to Rob about it, too. I have always tried not to involve anyone, including boys. Maybe the guys might have suspected sometimes. But they knew I was taking the right steps to go
forward, and they respected that. Howard and I were late to the studio, and we talked about being drunk. He said I was doing it with my head where it was swinging around and he couldn't understand what I was saying. So they all knew I was in a state. I confessed that I had alcohol problems that I never
knew about. I felt better after that. You want friends around you and your close friends for help. I'm glad I told them, so they're looking after me a bit now. I still have the odd drink, but he may have to turn to cold turkey after all. He added: I was prat. I didn't think -- I don't think logically when I'm drunk. I'm
not the person I want to be when I'm drunk. I can be a nightmare to live with. But he made it clear that he did not drink alcohol as an excuse for his behaviour, continuing: I want it to be absolutely clear that I don't use the drink as an excuse. I lived with guilt. Maybe the drink was my way of dealing with
guilt, I don't know. My drinking is another problem I have and it didn't help. But I don't blame everything on it. Mark is currently undergoing therapy and hopes to reconcile with his wife after treatment. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide
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